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Introduction 
 

The Course 

 

This course has evolved from the Million Dollar March 

teleclass that we created. We wanted to spread the 

abundance even further, so we created this home study 

course. In this course, you will listen to audios of the live 

teleclass and complete the exercises in this workbook. The 

course will teach you the following: 

 How to use the Universal Law of Attraction to get 

money fast 

 How to harness energy and take inspired actions that 

are right on target every time 

 How to deactivate old beliefs that don’t serve you and 

activate the ones you need to make more money 

 How to take big leaps of action consistently to be 

successful even faster 

 How to develop powerful coaching skills so you can help 

others 

This is an easy process to raise your energy, be in total belief 

that you control what you attract into your life, manage your 

thoughts and actions to more easily draw money to you—and 

much more. 
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The Founders 

Jeanna Gabellini is a Master Business 

Coach who assists high achieving 

entrepreneurs, corporate leaders & their 

teams to leverage fun, systems and 

intentionality for high-octane results. 

Business is supposed to be passion filled, 

exhilarating and profitable. Jeanna’s 

coaching marries vision, divine guidance 

and proven strategies.  Her company, 

MasterPeace Coaching & Training 

provides coaching, programs and products that will transform 

the way you operate your business and life.  For more about 

Jeanna’s products and services visit 

www.MasterPeaceCoaching.com.  

 

Eva Gregory is a master Law of 

Attraction coach, speaker, author, and 

conscious channel. Her internationally-

acclaimed book The Feel Good Guide to 
Prosperity shows you how to pave the 

way for positive inner changes 

that define the life you choose to 

create! In her work, Eva brings through 

her loving, non-physical guides, known as 

Theos. Theos is a stream of 

consciousness whose mission is to 

integrate our understanding of how we 

can embody our Higher Selves and begin to live from the 

highest point of consciousness NOW. To learn more about 

Eva’s products and services, visit 

www.YourGuidanceonDemand.com 

 

http://www.masterpeacecoaching.com/
http://www.yourguidanceondemand.com/
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Terri Levine, PhD is an experienced 

entrepreneur and assists entrepreneur-

owned growth businesses worldwide as a 

business and executive coach and 

marketing consultant. She has more than 

30 years of business experience, 

including working with more than 5,000 

business owners and entrepreneurs in a 

variety of industries. She is also a 

bestselling author and key note 

speaker. TerriLevine.com 

 

Sharon Wilson is a Master Coach, 

Certified Spiritual Counselor, 

author and Chief Inspiration 

Officer of The Coaching from 

Spirit Institute. After years of 

corporate executive success, she 

fed her sales, marketing and 

management prowess into the 

development of ongoing coaching 

programs and TeleSuccess Seminars that provide success 

solutions "with a spiritual bent." CoachingFromSpirit.com 

 

“People told us they love our programs, so we brought the core of our two 
programs together into this eight session course you can do at home. We 
added a component called extreme action to stretch you beyond your 
current limitations. When you following the steps of this course, you will 
change from the inside out.” 

 

The founders of this program practice what they preach! 

They’ve used these principles as top coaches, business owners, 

and in their own personal lives with extraordinary success. 

http://terrilevine.com/
http://coachingfromspirit.com/
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How to Use this Home-Study Course 
 

Activating at a Cellular Level 

 

Begin each session by activating your magnetic self! 

 

 Take some deep breathes and relax.  

 Keep breathing deeply and tune into the guidance that 

brought this course to you. 

 Tune into the energy of the leaders and all the other 

participants of this course. 

 Connect to like-minded people around the world. 

 Let the energy of all these connected spirits wash over 

you. 

 Focus inward and feel the warmth and goodness of being 

in this great company of people who make the world 

more abundant. 

 When you’re ready, return to normal consciousness. 

You’re now ready to start your journey. It’s best to repeat 

this Activation Process before each audio listening and 

workbook session.  

Make a Commitment 

You can choose whatever you want. Every person has the 

freedom to choose. You made a choice to be part of this 

program. Now, make a commitment to do what you intended 

when you placed your order. Make a commitment to follow 

through with every lesson and to reach your goals, one baby 

step at a time.  

Using the Audios and Workbook 

The course is designed for you to listen to one audio and then 

do two exercises from the workbook. You can do this at your 

own speed. When we give this course in person, we have a 
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teleclass once a month and suggest the participants do one 

lesson each week. 

Listen to Audio One and do Lessons 1 and 2. 

Listen to Audio Two and do Lessons 3 and 4. 

Listen to Audio Three and do Lessons 5 and 6. 

Listen to Audio Four and do Lessons 7 and 8. 

We have included spaces for you to write down your answers, 

what you’ve learned, and new ideas in this workbook. You may 

want to buy a special blank journal just to use for this course 

in addition to working in the manual. 

Listening to the included audio audios and doing the exercises 

in this manual only once is not enough to get the learning at it’s 

deepest level.  Repeat the eight week cycle of powerful focus 

and learning. This must become who you are and, while we allow 

for the possibility to exist that someone can shift who they 

are in eight weeks, it takes many of us longer. 

For many people, reading materials and listening to audios 

would not be sufficient to velcro this material to you at a deep 

level. 

If you have a friend or two who want to magnetize money with 

you, you can form a study group and go through the material 

together. There’s added strength and increased energy from a 

group. 

Start a Daily Practice 

It’s important to make a habit of magnetizing money. Every 

day while you are doing this course, complete one of the 

journal sections in Appendix B on page 78. This practice will 

remind you to constantly expect unexpected income. You’ll 

learn as you proceed through this course that the key to 

attracting what you really want lies in appreciation. Fill every 

day with appreciation and write it down. Don’t feel limited by 
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having only five lines, if you appreciate 30 things, that’s 

fabulous! Just be sure to find 5 things each and every day. 

Creating a Support Group 

We suggest you meet once a week on the same day, at the 

same time. The consistency creates a vortex of power and 

reinforces your intention to magnetize money.  There is also 

less chance of you skipping the meeting if it is the same day 

and time every week. You can meet by phone using its 3-way 

calling feature or meet in person. 

Here is an easy meeting structure to follow. 

1. In the first meeting, state your intended outcomes for 

this course.  You will have both goals that you physically 

want to manifest and changes you want to make 

internally (i.e., Feeling totally secure in regards to 

money.)   State your outcomes for the course as if they 

are already on their way to you.  For example, ”I am 

attracting $10,000 of new income effortlessly”.   

2. In the following meetings with your Magnetizing Money 

group, share the parts of the previous lesson that 

resonated most with you.  Celebrate any breakthroughs 

or actions each of you took.  Get feedback on any 

obstacles.  What are you learning? 

3. Ask questions and brainstorm possibilities on next 

actions. 

4. State your inspired actions or new habits for the 

upcoming week. 

To sustain your learning curve and have magnetic thinking 

throughout the eight weeks, it would be helpful to have a daily 

practice.  That is what we have found to be most helpful with 

our clients and ourselves. 

Included in this book is a section to write down, daily, five 

things you appreciate.   Underneath your appreciations, there 

is a box to check off that you were expecting unexpected 
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income.  That is an internal way of being.  An attitude.  Then 

there is also a space to fill in the actual dollars that physically 

were manifested for the day.  Whether it was a penny you 

found on the ground or you won $10 million in the lottery, 

write it down.  Next, give appreciation to whatever amount you 

attracted.  If the amount is zero, appreciate the money you’ve 

attracted up to this point and the money you know will be 

coming soon. 
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Lesson 1 

Welcome to Magnetizing Money!  

This is a unique home-based program where you can expect to 

take extreme action, have extreme self-appreciation and take 

responsibility for your results. We know that if you follow our 

suggestions, you will magnetize more money. You will have the 

secrets that can set you free from monetary limitations!  

Setting Your Intention 

Every day you are doing this program, begin with the 

Activation Process on page 4.  

Set your intentions to manifest your heart’s desires. Intend to 

have fun, engage others, and go lightly forward as a magnet 

that attracts money.  

Take a moment to bring what you want to attract into your 

mind and hold the energy in your heart.  

The Law of Attraction 

Step One: Ask for what you want. 

You can ask for love, money, wisdom, anything your heart 

desires.  Your emotions must be positively focused upon your 

desire. 

Step Two: The Universe (Spirit Source) answers YES. 

There is a response to every request. 

Step Three: Allowing 

Notice what’s coming to you and allow it in. See every penny as 

an indication that the Universe is delivering exactly what you 

ordered.  Expect and trust that you will, without doubt, 

actualize your desire. 
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Stop yourself from thinking “I’m not good enough. I don’t 

deserve this,” and start thinking about how wonderful you feel 

when you see a child smile, or admire the blue sky, or find that 

$20 bill in your coat pocket.” Focus on things that make you 

feel good.  

You’re like a radio station. If you aren’t tuned into the kind of 

music you like, you don’t get what you want. Tune into what’s 

working, what you dream about. Notice what excites you about 

what you ask for and tune into the excitement. If you happen 

to get a station full of doubt or negative self-talk, push a 

button to change the station. You always have control. 

In this course we’ll spend a bit of time clarifying your “step 

one” – what you want.  The majority of this course focuses on 

Step Three.  We have all sorts of exercises to assist you in 

getting better at aligning with what you want and allowing it to 

come to you. 

For more information about the Universal Law of Attraction, 

see Appendix A. 

Extreme Action 

Extreme action is moving out of your comfort zone—taking 

actions that challenge what you think is possible by doing 

things you may never have considered doing before. In this 

program, we will be inviting you to take extreme inspired 

actions and to have acute awareness of your thoughts, your 

feelings, and the words you are speaking. An inspired action is 

an action that you want to do.  They are not should’s or have-

to’s.  They are the ideas that usually come to you in the 

shower or while driving. 

We will be coaching you to notice what's triggering you, what’s 

making you crazy or upset. Then you will begin to create new 

ways to deal with those feelings and pre-pave how you will 

react to them next time.  
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The First Step 

You may ask, "What does taking extreme action have to do 

with magnetizing money?" 

Everything! This is the first step to creating a mindset that is 

magnetic to money!  We know that to really become a Magnet 

to money you are going to need to change on the inside first!  

OK, so what do we mean by that? We believe that right now, if 

you are not absolutely feeling fantastic about money and 

believing that it comes easily to you, if you are not feeling a 

sense of excitement about money and all the amazing ways it 

finds its way into your experience, then you have some old 

patterns of thought. Those thoughts are not serving you and 

need to be refocused in a more positive and joyful way.  The 

old patterns are more practiced in your mind and in your body 

and have been creating your overall habits of thoughts. 

These negative thoughts are the opposite of magnetic, they 

are anti-magnetic. They repel money!  

As you get started, it may feel awkward or you may be 

hesitant. Don’t worry; being a magnet will get easier. You have 

to trust us on this. You have to activate the feelings inside of 

you that you would have if you already had extreme wealth.  

The Secret 

Act and feel as if you are already rich. This is the secret 

you have to get first! Then, you will be a magnet to money.  

This principle is the same for every other area of your life as 

well. You must have the feelings inside you as if you already 

had what you wanted, before you have it. Then you are a 

perfect vibrational match to whatever you desire. We'll talk 

more about vibrations in the lessons to come.  
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Step One  

 

What are you feeling about money? What is your feeling right 

now as you think about money? Are you feeling worried, 

anxious, and impatient? Or are you feeling excited and 

expectant? You may say, "Well I feel a little of both." And we 

say, "Great!" That means you have some habits of thought that 

are magnetic and you have some that are not magnetic, but the 

sum of them is not a consistently powerful magnet or you 

would have all you want and you wouldn’t be taking this course. 

Figure out what your overall habits of thought are about 

money. Use these inquiries to clarify your answers:  

Money is …. 

Money comes to me….  

Every time I think about my financial future I feel….  

My relationship with money is…. 

I feel in/out of control about my future abundance….  

My habits of thought and my dominant emotions about money 

are: 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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Step Two  

 

You must begin right now to start noticing how you are 

focusing your attention.  

What do we mean? Well, what are the things you say when you 

are talking about money: Things like "I never have enough," or 

"I can't seem to break through the ceiling of money--I get so 

far and then that's it," or "I am worried about money all the 

time."  

Start looking at what you say to yourself all day long. Also, 

look at what upsets you, not just about money, but about 

anything that ticks you off, worries you, or makes you crazy. 

Start noticing them. This is very important because these 

things are keeping you from magnetizing money! Yes, being 

angry with your husband, envying your neighbor, or worrying 

about your weight are all keeping you from being a money 

magnet! 

Why? Because when you are worrying about your health or 

your marriage or your kids you are emitting powerful 

vibrations from your thoughts and feelings and the frequency 

of these impulses attract other similar frequencies. So, when 

you are worrying about money, arguing with your spouse, or 

flipping off the guy in the car that just cut you off, you are, 

at that moment, not a match to more money or whatever else 

you're wanting. You’re a match to worry, arguments, and 

frustration and that’s what you’ll get more of, no matter how 

clear your intentions are in other areas. 

So, now is the time to start changing the vibrations you’re 

emitting. This takes practice, but it gets easier. Begin noticing 

when you are in these lower energy situations. Next, do 

something that will feel totally illogical—ignore reality!  

You heard us!! Why would four top coaches tell you to ignore 

reality? Because it works! Because when you try to solve a 

The next time you are 
in a situation that 
triggers you to negative 
thoughts, take a mental 
vacation for a few 
seconds. 
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problem by thinking about the problem, you match the 

problem, which means you have very little access to the 

creative side of your brain that solves problems. In order to 

get access to your problem-solving brain, you need to shift the 

vibration you are in.  

The next time you are in a situation that triggers you to 

negative thoughts, take a mental vacation for a few seconds. 

Go to an imaginary place that feels really good. Daydream 

about something you really enjoy. Maybe it is watching a 

sunset or lying in the sun. Visualizing a peaceful scene will 

start shifting your energy so you can react in a more positive 

way. Try this for just a few seconds to start with and you will 

begin to feel the difference.  

Try it right now. Think of not having money and bring up the 

feeling you have. Okay, got that? Now, go to the scene in your 

mind that has nothing to do with money but it makes you feel 

great. This could be a memory or an imagined place—whatever 

you like. Think about it and begin to feel the shift in your 

body. A lighter feeling will begin.  

 

Great job—you shifted your energy! 
 

Now that you are feeling good, it's time to visualize another 

scene. This one is going to be about money: 

Imagine that you have an abundance of money.  

Create a scene that makes you feel joyful. Keep looking 

until you find one. You might imagine a bank account 

with 7 digits in it, or throwing gobs of money into the 

air and jumping around in it. It would be like a 5-10 

minute movie on how you feel and what you do with your 

money. 

 

__________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

Use this scene to tap into a joyful place about money. 

Anytime you want to shift into abundance, you go to this 

scene. It should bring a smile to your face.  

 

Extreme Action: Getting Started, Now  

 

Go into your joyful feeling of abundant money. What is an 

action you would take if you were extremely wealthy? If 

several come to mind, jot them all down. You may even know 

someone that is especially good at creating money and other 

things they desire.  What actions would that person take?  

What would an angel on your shoulder advise you to do?  

Maybe you'd start regularly investing money, or book a trip to 

your dream destination, or you'd give away a bunch of the old 

stuff in your house instead of trying to sell it. What very 

abundant things would you do?  

 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

Now write down how each of these things would make you feel.  

Extreme Abundant Action                           Resulting Feeling 
 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

Okay, now you are very ready to do something different, 

right? Choose one thing on your list and do it.  

That’s right. Do one thing right now. Do you want to be a 

magnet to money? Then take a magnetic action. If your heart 
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is thumping, it just means that you are doing something that is 

a stretch for you. It's normal to be on the edge of your seat.  

Once you’ve done it—celebrate! It takes a lot of courage to do 

something different. You are awesome! Celebrate your own 

awesomeness! How will you celebrate? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

Taking Baby Steps 

Now it is time to set your intentions for what you want to be 

different in your life after our 8 weeks together.  

We like to encourage people to take baby steps. If you 

currently bring in $2000 a month, and you want to increase 

your income, set your goal for something your body can believe 

and accept. Would that be that next month you make $50,000, 

or might it be an extra $500 next month and increasing every 

month after that by $1000.  While you are setting your goals, 

check out how your body feels and make goals that are a 

stretch that you can say a resounding “Yes!” to.   Don’t worry 

about how you will achieve these, that will come later. 

What 3 things do you want as a result of this course?  

1. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

2. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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3. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

Why do you want each of these things?  

1. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________  

 

2. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________  

 

3. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________  

Money Is Love 
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Lesson 2 

Taking Action 

It takes more than setting goals to magnetize money. Money 

comes to you when you take inspired action and when your 

energy allows the universal gifts to appear. This lesson will 

guide you to take action on what inspires you. 

Setting Your Intention 

Begin with the Activation Process on page 4.  

Set your intentions to manifest your heart’s desires. Intend to 

have fun, engage others, and go lightly forward as a magnet 

for money.  

Take a moment to bring what you want to attract into your 

mind and hold its energy in your heart. Allow yourself to feel 

your intention, as if it were happening right now.  There may or 

may not be words for it.  Allow the feeling of your intention 

wash over your entire being and radiate back out to the 

Universe.  Feel the rightness and certainty of it. 

Checking In 

How was your first week in Magnetizing Money? What did 

you notice about your dominant thoughts about money? 

Were they dominantly positive, negative, or about equal?  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________  

 

How do you know what you are a magnet for? Look at the 

results in any area of your life. What you have is what you are 

being a magnet for. If you don’t like the results that are 

showing up in your bank account, you’ve got to point your 

magnet in the direction of what you do want versus what you 

don’t want.  

What is the visual you came up with in Lesson 1 that you can 

conjure at any time you want to feel better about money? Did 

you use that visual to get you in a relaxed state? Do you need 

to put some post-it notes up around your home and work space 

to remind you to tune into your cool visual assistant? You may 

want to give your visual a title (i.e. Misty Mountains). 

Remember, the more you are focused positively on anything, 

the more in the flow of money you will be.  

What action step did you take from your abundant 

perspective? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

Was it a challenge? Maybe it was fun. If you continue to take 

action steps as if you had all the money in the world in your 

bank account, you are coming from abundance. This is so 

important. When you are being abundant in action, the 

Universe thinks you want more and will give it to you. You are 

literally a magnet for more money each time you take action 

from a place of abundance.  

All you need is at least 
51% of your thoughts 
focused positively on 
money and that will 
create momentum for 
you to be more of a 
money magnet. 
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This week, we are going to again put a focus on your feeling 

good in general and taking your attention completely off 

money. In the weeks to come we'll actually have you focus on 

money, but right now we are wanting you to get in alignment 

with positive thoughts, period.  

Make Believe 

Let’s pretend, for a moment, that all of your financial needs 

are taken care of and you are living your ultimate lifestyle. 

See yourself being totally fulfilled, now. Can you catch a 

glimpse of what you are doing in your day-to-day living? Maybe 

you are sitting by the fire with your feet up on the sofa. Or 

maybe you are reading novels in your beautiful backyard 

garden. Maybe you are rolling on the ground, playing with your 

puppy. Take some time to write out what would be your typical 
ideal day. Write it out as if it is happening in the present 

moment.  It can be as serene or outrageous as you’d like. 

Here is an example: 

“I wake up totally energized.   In the kitchen, my personal 

chef has laid out a great gourmet spread of breakfast foods 

that I love.  After I finish eating breakfast, I set my 

intentions for the day and meditate for 15 minutes.  I grab 

the dog and go for a walk on the beautiful trails behind my 

house with a water view. 

At 11am, my client arrives to go on an extreme learning 

adventure with me.  A limousine picks us up and takes us to the 

Napa Valley for a day of wine tasting, great food and tons of 

powerful learning.  Our day ends with some spa treatments.  

I’m back at home by 5pm to see my baby and husband. 

I’m so grateful that my chef has prepared an amazing dinner 

for us to eat out on the deck.  My husband and I share the 

highlights of each other’s day.  My husband clears the dishes 

while I do yoga. 
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After I have played with the baby and put her down to sleep, I 

read a book that is hard to put down.  My husband comes into 

bed with me and we snuggle and chat until we both drift off 

into beautiful dreams.” 

 Now, grab a scene from your life of fulfillment and take a 

snapshot of it. How does it feel?  

Is there anything to stop you from living that scene right now 

in your life? Probably not.   You may see some perceived 

obstacles.  When you are focused positively, you will be able to 

uncover what is a real obstacle and which ones are merely an 

illusion appearing real.  Remember, you can create many 

solutions and possibilities by simply asking for answers and 

expecting them.  Then choose the solution that feels best. 

Our request is that you actually replicate that snapshot in 

your life as much as possible during this course. Why? Because 

so much of the time we think we have to have the money 

before we can give ourselves the freedom to truly live the way 

we want. That is a myth. You can be fulfilled now, just by 

acting as if all is truly well.  

Your Three Intentions 

Last week, we asked you to clarify the 3 things you intended 

for yourself by doing this course. Choose one of those 

intentions to focus on this week.  

Which one feels most inspiring in this moment? Got one? Ok, 

now write down any actions you can think of that would give 

you the end result you are wanting. Some actions may be small, 

like making a phone call. Some may feel big and even a little 

scary. That’s all right. Just write them all down.  

 

1. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________  

______________________________________________  

 

2. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________  

 

3. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________  

 

 

 

Extreme Action: Do It Now  

 

Now, choose one of those action items to do right this 

moment.  Choose the one that will feel best when it is 

complete.  Yes, leave your computer and do it now. Because, if 

not now, when will you do it? If you do one now, you might even 

find that you want to take a few more actions during the week 

and it will be fun. Momentum, baby!  
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We know that whatever action you just took was perfect for 

you! Right on!  You just activated more magnetic pull to you for 

everything you wanted as a result of taking this course. 

Sharing the Abundance 

You can experience greater abundance and fulfillment by 

giving 10% of the money you receive to a charity or foundation. 

It might be your church or a needy family in your town. It 

could be an organization that supports something near and 

dear to your heart. Tithing is making a statement that you 

believe that you have abundance and expect to get more! 

I offer 10% to  

___________________________________________. 

Write it down on a card or note and read it every day. Let your 

brain help you move toward your intention. It’s saying thank 

you to the Universe for all the abundance that is coming and 

will come to you! 

Again, in your mind, go to the place where you are living your 

perfect life. You are abundant with time, energy and 

resources. You’ve decided to contribute to someone or 

something just because it feels good. Who would you give to 

and what? Would you visit someone you know who has wanted 

to see you? Maybe it’s donating your energy or money to a 

charity you’ve been meaning to be of service to.  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________  
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Whatever it is, do it. You may have to schedule it and it’s okay 

if it's not completed before next week. But do take action on 

it now. 
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Lesson 3 

Appreciation 

One of the best ways to raise your energy for magnetizing 

money or manifesting anything is to be in appreciation for 

everything in your life. In this lesson you’ll learn several 

techniques for raising your vibration by appreciating. 

Setting Your Intention 

Begin with the Activation Process on page 4.  

Renew your passion for the goals you set in Lesson 1. Feel in 

your body what you really want. Imagine that you’ve already 

actualized your goals. You can even amend what you want if 

that seems appropriate.  

Checking In 

Are you feeling magnetic? To what?  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

 

Last week we asked you to focus on starting to take action, 

taking some kind of baby steps towards your goals. We know 

that every goal is realized by taking baby steps and taking 

action consistently! If you want to be a magnet to money you 

need to take action and start feeling good about the actions 

you are taking! Then, we want you to celebrate every action 
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you take! Why? When you are celebrating and appreciating you 

have high vibration!  You are a money magnet! 

What can you appreciate about your life right now? Make a 

list of things you feel good about or can appreciate and why 

you appreciate this person or thing or condition.  

 

1   ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

2  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

3  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

4  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

5  ____________________________________________  

______________________________________________ 

6  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

7  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

8  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

9  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

10  ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

11   ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  
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12  ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

13 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

14 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

15 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

16 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

17 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

18   ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

19 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

20 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

 

Did you come up with at least twenty? How did you feel 

when you were doing this?  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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Appreciation is one of the fastest ways we know to become a 

magnet to money! You have to feel good to be a match to more 

money! That’s the truth! 

Virtual Reality 

Here’s something you can do anytime, anywhere to raise your 

vibration. Virtual Reality takes daydreams a few steps further. 

This Abraham-Hicks process is a technique for allowing your 

desires to manifest. It’s a way to turn off your inner critic or 

move beyond doubts and frustrations.  

Here’s how you create Virtual Reality. Create a fantasy or 

script that takes you to the peak of feeling. It is important 

for you to be in your scene versus observing from the outside, 

as if you were watching a movie. The idea is simply to feel 

good. It’s like taking a fabulous vacation in your mind. Here are 

a few 30-second ideas: 

You’re walking on your own secret beach in Hawaii. The 

sun warms your skin and you feel perfectly luscious. You 

can hear the shore birds and feel the waves wash over 

your feet as you walk. Imagine a favorite person walking 

toward you and as they get closer you realize they were 

the exact person you wanted to share your beach with. 

Imagine watching the dolphins frolic in the waves. 

Watch the sky change as the sun sets.  

Scene Over. 

Make this your ideal beach fantasy. 

Here’s another virtual reality example with you in the center 

of the action: 

I am getting a humanitarian award. I look wonderful 

with a gorgeous gown, fabulous shoes, great hairdo and 

makeup. I feel beautiful. As I step to the podium 

everyone in the audience stands. They are so excited to 

see me. They are applauding and tears are in their eyes. 
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They are sending me so much love I can feel it. I am 

simply basking in their appreciation of who I am. 

Scene Over. 

If you don’t get visual ideas easily, then remember something 

you really loved. It might be a caress or the first time you saw 

your baby. It could be preparing a meal or singing a song or 

driving to your favorite spot. 

The point is not to use your virtual reality to fix anything 

(such as a pile of unpaid bills or to get someone to change). 

Doing so will shift your focus to what’s wrong and is very 

unlikely to raise your vibration.  If there’s something that 

hangs you up in your 30-second scene, move on to a different 

scene where all you do is feel good. Feel a smile in your heart. 

Later we’ll show you how to work through areas in which you 

may get stuck. Right now create a happy scene that makes you 

smile!  

Here are some questions to ask yourself while in your Virtual 

Reality: 

 What day of the week is it? 

What time of day is it? 

Are you indoors or outdoors? 

What time of year is it? 

What’s the temperature like? 

What are you hearing? 

What are you smelling? 

Are you sitting, lying or standing? 

What are you wearing? 

Look at your feet. What’s below your feet?  

What are they touching? Wiggle them. 

Now look up. What do you see? 
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Something catches your attention to the left. What is 

it? 

Are you alone? Who are you with? 

What are you doing? 

What’s the explanation coming from you? 

What’s the explanation coming from someone else? 

How excited do you feel? 

Throw up your hands and exclaim something:  

“THIS FEELS SO______________!” 

Scene Over. 

How pleased are you to be in this moment of fantasy? 

Appreciate and Celebrate! 

What in your life can you celebrate? What has made you 

joyful? Nothing is more important than feeling good! 

We want you to start looking for everything you can 

appreciate and to start talking about these things all the time. 

We’re not kidding! Suppose you get a great parking space up 

front at the mall. Celebrate that! Tell everyone, “Hey I got a 

great parking space. It was great!" Tell the cashier; tell your 

mate. Just milk it! Milk everything you notice that you 

appreciate over and over!  

When you celebrate, you are shifting your vibrations and it is 

so easy!! Appreciate the smallest things and talk about it! If 

you had a great cup of coffee in a restaurant, tell the server, 

tell the manager, tell the people waiting in line. You will start 

feeling great! When you feel great you’re a magnet!  

Saying “Yes!” 

For the next week, say “Yes!” to everything. If you have to say 

“No” to something, ask yourself what you are saying “Yes” to 

when you say the “No.”  

Celebration 
raises your 
vibration! 
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“Yes!” your way to success! Say, “Yes!” to everything you want 

in your life. 

Celebrate Your Wish List 

Want to go even more extreme?  

Begin to appreciate all the wonderful things you desire that 

are not yet manifested. Yes! You know the millions you want in 

your bank account? Be in gratitude that the dollars are 

coming. Be extremely excited about all the things on your wish 

list that are being worked on behind the scenes. You may not 

see them happening with your eyes, but your more intuitive 

self knows they are all being handled. Yahoo! Thank you, 

Universe!   

Start now!  

 

Extreme Action: The Appreciation Game  

 

Each day look for anything and everything you can appreciate 

and tell everyone about it!  

Make the only things you say for the next week be words of 

appreciation.  

 No complaining 

 No gossiping 

 Only appreciation 

Start seeing how great you feel and how things start coming 

to you! 

Appreciation Notes 

Write down your experiences each day this week in a journal 

dedicated to gratitude and notice what is showing up and how 

you are feeling!  Look for a minimum of 10 things each day you 
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appreciate.  If you focus on what you like you will be a magnet 

to more of the same.   

We suggest that you write, “TAG” (The Appreciation Game) on 

several index cards and place them around your home, car and 

office.  This is to remind you of your focus on appreciation. 

Inspired Action 

What do you really want to do? This week, make all of your 

actions inspired actions. The word “inspired” means ‘coming 

from Spirit’. Follow up on every fabulous idea. If you get a lot 

of great ideas, you might want to write them in your journal. 

That way, if you can’t get to all of them, you haven’t lost your 

inspiration. It’s great to rediscover an inspiration two months 

later. It’s a gift from yourself!  

What If Up 

Are your goals starting to come to you? Want them to come 

faster? This process will help you remove the blocks if you 

find yourself saying, “It’s not happening right now!” Whenever 

you start to doubt, play the What If Up game. 

Start by imagining a little trickle of your goal that builds into 

a torrent of more than you ever dreamed possible. Start with 

something you’ve had happen, like finding a penny. Then move 

up.  Make it up. Think magically.  Nothing about the What If 

Up game needs to be based on reality.  The point of the game 

is raising your vibration and opening yourself up to 

possibilities. 

Here are some ideas: 

What if you find a quarter in your pocket? 

What if you find $5 on the street? 

What if you find $100 in an old purse? 

What if someone pays off an old debt and sends you 

$500?  
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What if a head hunter calls with a possible perfect job 

which includes $25,000 more each year? 

What if a long lost relative leaves you her house and you 

sell it for $300,000? 

Let go of your attachment to how much money you want to 

magnetize and the date you will finish this course. If you get 

only half of your goal and it comes 2 weeks after you finish 

this course, will you be happy? Of course you will. So, relax 

and let the Universe do its work while you do your part to 

allow it all to happen! 

There are many tools in this chapter.  You may choose to do 

one of them every day, all of them one time this coming week 

or some other frequency. Choose which tools resonate most 

for you and create your own flow. 
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Lesson 4 

Believing, Feeling, Wearing It Now! 

The biggest tool you have for magnetizing money is in your own 

body. Your feelings are what determine your vibrational level. 

Feel scared and your vibration goes down. Feel excited and 

your vibration goes up. It’s that simple. When you can continue 

feeling good, excited, joyful, peaceful, happy, smiling, your 

energy will be in magnetic mode. 

Setting Your Intention 

Begin with the Activation Process on page 4.  

Renew your intentions for the goals you set in Lesson 1. Feel 

solid in your body about what you want. Review your Virtual 

Reality scenarios.  

If you haven’t thought of one yet, go back to Lesson 3 and 

work on finding virtual realities that raise your vibration. 

Checking In 

How are you feeling today? What feels different? It is 

important that you check in with your feelings and name 

them.  They are your indicators about what is working and 

not working in your journey to being a money magnet.  Your 

feelings let you know whether or not you are experiencing 

the highest vibration possible. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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As you begin to know exactly what you want to manifest and as 

you feel your desire to magnetize the money, it is time to have 

some fun and act the part!  

Act As If 

Through the process of magnetizing, you will stop pushing and 

pulling to get the money and success you want. When you 

aren't working hard to bring things to you, you will lighten up. 

Play and have fun! (Tough work, huh?)  

The things you've done in the past or have been taught to do 

simply aren't effective. If they were effective, you'd have 

everything you've been wanting now. Set aside what you have 

done in the past and begin to focus on believing that you have 

what you want and that you have it now, even if, when you look 

around you don't see it yet. 

It is coming to you! Hold your thoughts and focus on exactly 

that. What you want is already on its way to you.  

Begin to act as if you have what you want, whether it's a large 

sum of money, a new car, a great house, a feeling of 

prosperity. Let's try this on.  

If I am driving an old, clunky Jeep, but have a desire to 

drive an Aston Marton costing over $140,000, and I 

wanted to feel and act as if I already possessed the 

Aston Marton, in order to get into the place of wearing 

the Aston Marton and how it feels, I might find 

pictures of them. I can imagine what it’s like to drive 

one, or I could even test drive one…or two or five! As I 

do this, I cement what the car feels like, looks like, and 

smells like in my mind.  

Then, I might nickname my current Jeep, “AM” (for 

Aston Marton!) and when I see it or get in it, I'd 

pretend it was my AM and remember what an Aston 

Marton felt like and looked like and re-experience 

driving it. So, every time I see my current Jeep, it isn't 
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a Jeep to me. I feel like I already have the car I want 

and I love driving it.  

You can do the same with diamonds (wear some other jewelry 

and pretend they are your diamonds) or a beach house 

(pretend your current home is at the beach) or with money 

(pretend you've already got lots of it). Believe it! Feel it! Wear 

it! Now!  

68 Second Process 

Our brains just can't tell the difference between fantasy and 

reality. When we keep visioning with our feelings and mental 

pictures of what we desire, our vibrations work on bringing it 

to us. So, when you pretend you have it all, your brain works 

overtime (even when you're sleeping!) to bring things to you.  

Yes, you've got it, just like a magnet! 

Let's amp it up right now with the 68-Second Process from 

Abraham-Hicks Publications.  

In Lesson 1, you identified three things you intended for 

yourself by doing this course.  

 Begin by choosing one of the three things on your list. 

 Spend 17 seconds of thought on that subject flowing 

pure positive energy towards it. Get into the feeling 

place as if you already had acquired or achieved 

whatever you are flowing energy to.  

 At the end of that 17 seconds, spend another 17 

seconds unfolding more thoughts and good feelings 

around the subject. 

 Then spend another 17 seconds. 

 Spend one more 17 second segment, so that you've 

spent a total of 68 seconds of pure positive energy 

about what you intend to do for yourself. 

Then repeat the process for each thing you want to magnetize 

in your life.  

Our brains can't 
tell the 
difference 
between fantasy 
and reality. 
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Did You Know?  

17 seconds of pure positive thought is the equivalent of 

2,000 action hours.  

34 seconds is the equivalent of 20,000 action hours.  

51 seconds more is the equivalent of 200,000 action 

hours.  

68 seconds of pure positive energy flowed to any 

subject is the equivalent of 2,000,000 action hours of 

action!  

The key here is to have only pure positive thoughts towards 

each of your goals. If a worrisome thought pops into your mind 

while you are doing the 68-Second Process, begin again.  It 

may take a lot of practice to get a full 68 seconds of pure 

positive thought.  That is fine.  Be easy and playful with 

yourself. 

This process really sets you up for Extreme Action of the 

highest caliber!  

We're so conditioned to being action-oriented first that we 

think if we're just sitting down and meditating we're not being 

productive. The 68-Second Process counteracts the core 

beliefs that have been instilled in us over our lifetime.  

In truth, getting our energy, thoughts, and feelings in 

alignment with what we are wanting, as if it is already here, 

comes first. Then extreme, inspired actions follow. Make a 

commitment to break those old habits and beliefs, and make 

the 68-Second Process your new habit!  

 

Extreme Action: The Believing, Feeling, Wearing It Now! 

Game  

 

Take the things you identified in Lesson 1 and begin playing 

the Believing, Feeling, and Wearing It Now! Game. Maybe you 
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want to attract a new job. You might interview someone who is 

passionate about what they are doing. You can get the feeling 

of what it’s like to have the perfect job from hearing from 

someone who already has what you want. 

Test drive the dream car, search out Open Houses to 

the homes in the range of your dream home, try on the 

most expensive jewelry in the jewelry store—whatever 

it takes to get a sense of how what you want actually 

feels.  

In your day-to-day activities, wear your experiences as 

if you already have them.  

Be in that feeling place on a regular basis.  

And have fun with all this!  

Remember to keep it light and make it a game! 
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Lesson 5 

Magic Action  

Play the Magic Action Game and you’ll have more money than 

you think!  

Setting Your Intention 

Start with the Activation Process found on Page 3. 

Renew your intentions for the goals you set in Lesson 1. Feel in 

your body what you really want. If you are feeling stuck over 

any of your dreams, play the What If Up Game in Lesson 3. 

Checking In 

In Lesson 4, you experienced feeling like your desires were a 

done deal. How was the Believing, Feeling And Wearing It 

Now! Game? Did you test-drive that new Jaguar? Go to an 

open house and imagine yourself in that luxurious Jacuzzi 

hot tub? What shifted for you as a result? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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Are you still playing The Appreciation Game? What are you 

learning? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

What are you feeling right now?  (And if it isn’t what you want 

to feel, use one of the processes from this workbook to raise 

your vibration.) 

______________________________________________

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

If you have not been doing the Magnetizing Processes and 

Extreme Actions, ask yourself what is getting in the way.  

Being consistent with focusing your energy in ways that feel 

good will transform your life.  We want you to have exactly 

what you want and more. 

Today we are going to talk about the magic of action. This is 

the Magic In Action Game! When you take an inspired action, 
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powerful things happen. You actually start shifting your belief 

in what is possible. Action helps you move closer to your goals 

by opening up new ways for your goals and the people that can 

help to find you!  Taking action also let’s you see progress and 

momentum towards your desires.  When you feel good about 

your progress, you are a magnet for more results. 

The Magic In Action Game 

We love this game! Here is how you play:  

Look at some actions you can take that could bring money to 

you right now! Yes, right now. Not even 30 days from now. 

Why wait, when you can have it now?!  

How can more money flow to you? We want you to tap into 

your inner guidance for the magic!  

 Take a few moments to breathe and get yourself feeling 

good! (What else would we recommend?)  

 Then you simply ask! That’s right—ask in a way that 

feels good to you. Ask the Magic in you to help you 

recognize some ways that you can bring more money to 

you right now.  

The Magic in you is tapped into something so much 

bigger than you. Any information you are wanting is 

available to you there. That source of higher power can 

create worlds, and it can give you anything you can 

conjure in your mind’s eye.  

 Define what you want. Make it a letter to your Magic or 

Higher Power. Start by writing the following:  

Dear Higher Power, I am ready to accept more money in ways 

that are amazing. I am ready to be a magnet to money. Please 

help me identify all the ways money can flow to me easily now.  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

The Magic in you is 
tapped into 
something so much 
bigger than you. 
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

 Start making a list of whatever comes to you - no 

censoring it! Keep going until you get 20 ideas. You get 

to be totally outrageous or incredibly insignificant with 

your ideas. No idea is a bad idea. Let it flow.  

You may put down having a garage sale, selling one of 

your great ideas, buying a lottery ticket or even asking 

someone you know to just give you money because you 

have a big desire.  

 

1   ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

2  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

3  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

4  ____________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________  

5  ____________________________________________  

______________________________________________ 

6  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

7  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

8  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

9  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

10  ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

11   ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

12  ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

13 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

14 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

15 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

16 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

17 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  
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18   ___________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

19 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

20 ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________  

 

Right on! That list is excellent! 

Now get even more extreme! Identify 20 more ideas!  

 

Extreme Action: Magic In Action Game 

 

Now, take action on three items from your list! Yes! If you 

really want to make it happen fast, take action on all the 

items. What will you do to take action now? This is the Magic 

In Action Game.  

The reason for this game is to watch the momentum that is 

created once you just go for having the money now. It’s like a 

little snowball being gently rolled down the mountain and five 

minutes later you have an avalanche. Imagine an avalanche of 

money being dropped on you!  

The Magic that is within you is so darn powerful. If you had to 

generate $100,000 in the next seven days to save the most 

cherished person in your life, you would. It would actually be 

very easy. You’d probably do it within the first 48 hours. No 

kidding. You would choose to create the money. You would 

decide to find a way.  

The deciding and choosing happens first, then your inspiration 

kicks in and the how it will happen becomes available to you. 

Decide now, how much money you will be a magnet to this week. 

By the way, when you choose your action steps from the list 
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above, choose what feels best. Don’t let the criteria for 

choosing be from anything but what feels good. 

If you feel compelled to buy a lottery ticket, do it.  You may 

hear a little voice in the back of your mind saying, “That’s a 

long shot.  Get real.” If so, acknowledge the voice and simply 

let it go.  Go back to taking the inspired action. 
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Lesson 6 

The Power of Magnetizing  

Today you are going to learn a magnetizing technique that is so 

powerful, it can literally change your life and business—and it 

is fun, easy and playful!  

Before taking action on the money you want to create and 

anything else you want to attract, you must first bring in some 

powerful feelings and aligned energy. Today you are going to 

learn how to magnetize. Ready? 

Setting Your Intention 

Start with the Activation Process on Page 3.  

Renew your passion for the goals you set in Lesson 1. Feel 

solidly in your body what you really want. When you think of 

magnetizing a lot of money, what will you do with it? What do 

you have passion about that this money will buy?  What are the 

feelings that come with having extreme abundance? 

Checking In 

What has been the greatest thing in your day so far?  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

How does it feel? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

What Not to Do 

Ok, let’s first explain the concepts and then we’ll get into 

action!  

We send out magnetic desire all the time by thinking and 

feeling about what we want. Sometimes that helps us bring in 

what we want but sometimes, if not done in a clear and 

conscious way, we actually repel what we want.  

What if I want $10,000 this month but my dominant 

message that I think about all the time is, “Well, I 

probably am not going to get $10,000. That’s too much. 

I’m sure that won’t happen. I don’t see it yet. See, this 

isn’t going to work.”  

Imagine that is how I’m thinking most of the time. 

Negating thoughts like this are turning away money. It 

is easy to repel money if you are constantly focused on 

debt or thoughts about not having enough money overall. 

Whatever we think and feel the most is what we 

attract. If that feels like an ouch, that is OK, because 

now you will attract what you do want once you learn 

today’s technique.  

Whatever we think 
and feel the most is 
what we attract. 
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How to Be a Magnet 

When we magnetize, it is important to understand that 

whatever we spend our time thinking about most, that’s what 

shows up! It’s simple. Think about something consistently and 

you’ll get it! 

To begin learning magnetizing, it is best to practice with a 

small object—something you want, but it would be no big deal 

if you don’t get it.  It’s easier to manifest something that you 

have no resistance to. 

You’ll be putting out some positive thoughts and feelings and 

radiating desire about the object, using your own powerful 

energy to bring it to you. This feels easy – not like pushing or 

pulling things to you, but by having something come to you as 

you put out great energy about what you desire.  

Think about a magnet drawing to it whatever it is attracting—

like attracting like.  

Now, it is time for you to learn the art of magnetizing. 

A Magnetizing Session  

 Think of something, a small object that you really feel is 

possible for you to have.  

 Think about why you want this object and the benefits 

you’ll get from having this object.  

 Think of the feelings you’ll feel and the qualities the 

object has for you. Get a vivid picture of the object in 

your mind. See it and feel it.  

 Now, take yourself to the place of already having the 

object. See it, taste it, touch it, hear it, feel it. Send 

your love, appreciation and gratitude to it.  

 As you do this, imagine you are sending out your own 

giant magnet to the object. 
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Feel the magnet come forth from somewhere in your 

body and feel it extending and reaching out to what you 

want. 

See the magnet.  

Feel it with your body. 

Notice how your body feels when you are a magnet. Are 

you hot, feeling a special sensation, excited, have a fast 

heart beat, sweaty palms, especially calm… what are you 

noticing as your body is a magnet?  

Start thinking about the inspired actions that will bring the 

object of your desire to you. See the object coming in right 

now. 

 See each action happening, easily and effortlessly and 

notice how it feels to have the object simply come to 

you. 

 When you feel you have brought the object clearly to 

you and you can see it in Technicolor, you can slowly, 

gently, and lovingly conclude this magnetizing session.  

You can magnetize as often as you want—morning, daytime, 

evening—whenever you want and feel inspired to. As you do 

this exercise with more frequency and you get better and 

better at feeling the magnetic power, you’ll notice you draw in 

more and more of what you want. Acknowledge both your 

manifestations and any desire that shows up as result of the 

magnetizing you are doing. 
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Extreme Action: Universal Order Form 

 

Use this technique to request something you want to manifest. 

What do you want to attract?  

 ____________________________ 

1. List the characteristics of what you want. Get specific. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

2. Write possible actions you could take. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

3. For each action, ask how it can happen in a way that’s easy 

and effortless. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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Daily Practice  

Each day, do a magnetizing session at least once. Give the 

object of your desire a ton of magnetic wattage.  Fully 

experience, in a more and more amped-up way, the power you 

have as a magnet.  

Get out of your house and take some action. 

Keep noticing what is coming in to you and keep an evidence 

journal of what you magnetize. All evidence is significant.  If 

you want to attract more money and you find a quarter on the 

ground, you have evidence of attracting more money.  If you 

see the exact car you want pulling up beside you at a traffic 

light, this is evidence that you are magnetizing your dream car. 

You have the power of magnetizing and when you see how 

easily and fast the object comes to you, you can do the same 

with money, cars, people and business opportunities. You name 

it!  
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Lesson 7 

Detach and Grow Prosperous 

Hello, magnetic and miraculous manifestor! The technique we 

are working with this week is not being attached to the 

outcome. For example, imagine you want to attract a new car. 

When that car arrives, it’s a used Subaru station wagon. If you 

aren’t attached to the outcome, you can appreciate the 

closeness of the match. It’s a car, it’s in good working order, 

and it’s a step in the right direction toward the BMW you 

ultimately want. 

Setting Your Intention 

Start with the Activation Process on page 3.  

Renew your intentions for the goals you set in Lesson 1. Feel in 

your body what you really want and check for those nudges of 

inspiration, and intend to take action.  

Checking In 

How was it to focus your attention on just one thing a day 

with a ton of magnetic wattage?  

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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It's a very simple but powerful process. It just takes a few 

minutes a day and it will change how fast and easily you bring 

prosperity into your life. 

You are so magnetic!! By now you are feeling good, playing our 

games and having a great deal of fun! And, you are seeing so 

many great things happening for you! Congratulations! 

The Game of Detachment 

Detachment is defined in the dictionary as ‘freedom from 

prejudice and partiality; unfasten and separate’. It's that 

who-cares-what-happens attitude. We are referring here to 

being unattached to outcomes, and this may be a hard 

distinction to make when thinking about your desires. 

We do want you to be thoroughly excited about the essence of 

what you want. When you focus on the essence of a desire, you 

are clear about the most significant qualities of its nature.  If 

your dream car was a BMW M3, the essence is sporty, fast, 

quality craftsmanship, safety and luxury. 

You can want all the money in the world, just don't be 

attached to it. How can you do that? You can do it by getting 

excited about what the money will give you. The money might 

buy you freedom, security, a sports car or your children's 

education.  

Yes, you can have fun with that. But if you get so caught up in 

needing the money to come, otherwise you'll be truly unhappy, 

then you are a victim to outside circumstances—your happiness 

depends on a certain outcome.  

Being magnetic means you are vibrating with joy. You can't be 

joyful when being attached to something. It's a scarcity 

mentality that blocks your magnetic rays. If you are 

unattached but joyfully expecting wonderful things to happen 

all the time, you are able to be in the adventure of the present 

moment. The now. 
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The Game of Detachment is played by identifying the feelings 

you will have if you had the car, the house, and/or the money. 

Then focus on only doing things that allow those feelings to be 

activated in you! 

 

What will you feel when you have it all? Will you feel joyful? 

Peaceful? Fulfilled? 

You already know you have to have those feelings in order for 

you to attract the desire. So what can you do to feel that way 

now? Take a bubble bath each night? Play in the mud? Watch a 

sunset? Start test-driving the car? Don't stop being in joyful 

anticipation of all that is on your Want List. 

Do it! You need to really amp up the vibrations now! This is 

about letting go of pushing, forcing, demanding and agonizing 

over something you want that isn't here yet.  Get unattached 

and be prosperous and abundant now. 

 

If you already had the money, what might you give yourself 

permission to do? Would you work less? If you were already 

successful what would you be doing in your occupation or 

business? Would your posture be different?  When a friend 

asked you how you were doing, would your response be more 

upbeat? List your ideas here: 

 

1.  ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

2. ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

3. ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

4. ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

5. ____________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

What action have you NOT taken because you were so 

attached to the results that you were afraid you wouldn't 

get your desired outcome? Think about each area of your 

life:  Family, career, money, romance, health, material 

things, friends, recreation, spirituality, personal growth, 

and home. 
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______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

Have you wanted to do business with a particular company and 

person but were so attached to needing them to say "yes" to 

your request that if they said "no", you'd crumble? What if 

you didn't care about the outcome but took action for the 

sheer thrill of taking the action? What if you didn't care what 

anybody thought of you? What if you didn't care about how 

something was going to happen, but just took the first step 

you did know how to do? 

Let us give you an example. Jeanna wanted a new BMW for 2 

years. Finally she decided to use the principles we've been 

sharing to have her dream manifest. She test-drove the BMW 

she wanted. It was the only car on the lot that had all the 

qualities she had clarified.  She fell in love with it and 

marched right up to sign on the dotted line.  

She had no idea how much her dream car cost, nor did she 

have the money in her bank account to afford such a thing. But 

once she decided it was hers, within 24 hours she came up 

with a very out-of-the-box solution. Jeanna found a way to 

create the money for the down payment and not go into debt.  
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She was not attached to having the car. She just went 

shopping. She took the first action she felt inspired to do. She 

wasn't attached to having the money before she went test-

driving. It was for the fun of it! 

Getting Back On Track 

When things aren’t going exactly as you want, ask yourself 

these questions: 

 What are you doing? 

 What are you not doing? 

 What’s working? 

 What’s not working?  

 What’s the opposite of that?  

 What would work? 

Flip Your Thoughts 

Also, notice the thoughts you have about money. For example, 

“Business is slow in the summer and during the holidays. That 

makes it hard to pay my bills in January. “ 

Write all the negative thoughts that flit through your head 

about money. Flip each of the thoughts to be positive. For 

example, “I am getting twice the business in July and August 

than I’ve ever had in any other two month period!” During 

December, I will find an easy way to celebrate the holidays 

that makes the January bills totally manageable.” 

Negative Thoughts   Flip to Positive 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 
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Negative Thoughts   Flip to Positive 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

____________________       _______________________ 

 

 

Extreme Action: Pay It Forward  

 

Start a new trend described in the movie Pay It Forward. 

Do something nice for someone. (Drive someone to the airport 

or take dinner to a friend after a hard day’s work.) Ask the 

recipient to do something nice for someone else (Rather than 

paying you back, they would be paying it forward.) 

Make a regular practice to pay it forward. Will you do it once a 

week? Once a month? Will your friends come to know you as 

the person who started these random acts of kindness? 

Daily Practice 

Take one action every day over the next week that you 

wouldn't have done before because you were attached to the 

outcome.  

What actions will you take that are related to your 3 

intentions for this course? What if you only took actions that 
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were thrilling? What if you took the actions just to give 

yourself the satisfaction of knowing you played full out? Who 

cares about the outcome?! Just have fun! 

 

Ask yourself this question, "Wouldn't it be cool if I just 

___________, for the heck it?!" 

 

Now, we want you to turn to your highest guidance for 

inspiration about how you will get this stuff—the money, the 

house and the goals! It is not your job to figure any of it out. 

You will tap into your inner guidance for the inspiration and 

you will take consistent baby steps, but the how is not your 

job! 
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Lesson 8 

Wrapping Up and Going Out 

Over the past eight weeks, you’ve learned how to take 

Extreme Actions starting from the inside out. First, be 

acutely aware of your thoughts and feelings. Then, give 

yourself permission to move out of your comfort zone and take 

actions that challenge what you think is possible. 

You’ve identified your feelings about money (and other things 

you’ve been wanting) and have learned how to deliberately, 

consciously and intentionally change those thoughts and 

feelings to those that feel better, thereby getting yourself in 

alignment with what you are wanting.  

You identified three things you intended for yourself over the 

course of this program and began applying our Extreme Action 

principles to move you closer to attaining your goals, taking 

physical action only when you are inspired to do so.  

You’ve learned to take actions for the sheer joy of it. You’ve 

practiced believing, feeling and wearing aspects of your dream 

right here, right now, and from that place have come to 

understand the magic in actions and how taking action can help 

you shift your beliefs.  

You’ve begun being a magnet to money by practicing with small 

objects first and then applying the process every day.  

You have learned to draw more of what you are wanting to you 

while remaining detached to the outcome.  

 

What’s next?  

Acknowledgement and celebration! Acknowledge yourself for 

who you are and celebrate! Decide on a way to celebrate being 

where you are and for being who you are right now. It can be 

as simple as lighting a candle and stating your intention to be a 
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Magnet to Money in your life – to going out to an exquisite 

dinner – to spending a day at the spa pampering yourself – to 

curling up by the fire reading your favorite book.  

You get to choose! Celebrate for any reason you want, but do 

it!  

How will you celebrate? 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

 

 

Extreme Action: Action Plan Blueprint 

 

It’s time to take what you’ve learned over the past eight 

lessons and create your Action Plan Blueprint, a 30-day 

Magnetic Plan for each area of your life in which you are 

wanting to create something different or new.  

Have a Technicolor Vision 

You have a living, breathing, exciting vision that you 

see and feel every day; one you will continue to amp 

up and really feel the vision.  

Create a 30-Day Magnetic Plan 

 Start with a Technicolor Vision and identify the feelings 

you have and why you want what you long for.  
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 Break that vision into smaller goals that you will take action 

on in the next 30 days. Be sure to include all aspects of 

your life – your health, your relationships, your finances, 

etc.   

For example, if your vision is to have a higher paying job, 

one smaller goal might be to interview people who have jobs 

similar to what you want. Then think about how this would 

impact your family, your health, your spending habits, etc. 

 Create each goal as an affirmation. Describe how you would 

feel if you had it right now and why you want it. Identify 

the next 30-day actions you will be taking and put each 

action on a 5 x 7 index card (see example below).  

 Take actions that make you feel the way you would feel if 

you had the goal now, so you amp up the feeling in you now. 

For instance, if you’d feel joyful having five new clients, 

how can you feel joyful now as if those five new clients had 

already arrived? What activities can you do to feel more 

joy? Play with your kids more? Take a half-day off each 

week? Make a list and start doing them NOW!!! It is how 

you feel that attracts! What actions can you take that will 

feel great now?  

 At the end of each day, review how you are focusing your 

energy, celebrate and make adjustments.  
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Example: 

 

Step One  

 

Vision - I have an amazing business! People flow to me in 

magical ways—money gushes to me through every opportunity. 

I have a high traffic website that people love! People are 

contacting me in droves wanting to hire me, take my programs 

and even donate money to my work! I am a multi-millionaire 

philanthropist coaching multimillionaires and billionaires to 

affect positive change in the world! I am a highly paid and 

sought after charismatic speaker! I feel so joyful and free! I 

feel so fulfilled! I want this because I want to make a 

difference in the world for good! I want to be a 

multimillionaire and have a house on the ocean and live a life of 

pampering and beauty!  

 

Action - Breaking the vision into smaller goals, look at what you 

can DO in the next 30 days.  

 

Step Two  

 

One goal from this vision is:  

 I easily complete my website by a specific date.  

 I feel so joyful and happy!  

 I want it because I want to create perpetual streams of 

income and buy a new Jaguar and be financially free.  

Then list the actions you will be taking:  

1. I read Multiple Streams of Internet Income by 

Robert Allen by a specific date.  

2. I explore the programs at coachinginstruction.com 

by a specific date.  
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3. I magnetize the perfect people to my website each 

day in my morning routine.  

 

Step Three  

 

Create each goal as you did above, as an affirmation, and put 

each one on a separate 5 x 7 index card that you read each 

morning.  

 

Step Four  

 

Identify some ways you can feel those essences of joy, 

fulfillment from the vision now:  

 I am taking a walk each morning and appreciating nature.   

 I am writing in the morning all the things I appreciate.  

 I am getting a massage each week!  

 I am getting my nails done each week.  

 I am thinking of things that give me joy more often 

each day!  

And then, each day, plan some of these things into your day!  

 

Step Five  

 

At the end of each day, celebrate what you accomplished and 

chart your progress in a daily notebook or journal, seeing what 

is next for the next day or week. State it as an affirmation 

and feel the feelings!  

End of Day Review: Review each goal card and then chart your 

progress in writing and ask for what you need.  
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Sample Goal – Website 

 I contacted my webmaster and finished all the copy- I 

feel great!! I am really moving forward on this!! I am 

great!! 

 I had a great massage and feel so joyful and at peace!  

 I really felt in so much flow today, and I am grateful.  

 I am grateful for my work and how much fun I have, and 

for all the people who help me get my work done.  

 I am grateful for my business partner and how much I 

love playing with her and her brilliance and great voice!  

 I love how fast she is in playing and love how I feel 

when I am talking to her! 

 I am grateful for my husband and how supporting of me 

he is.  

Next actions:  

1. I am exploring places to list my website.  

2. I easily talk to others who can help me.  

3. I feel great! I am making so much progress!! I love life! 

I am becoming more and more organized!  

 

Sample Goal – Relationships 

 

Create more harmony and ease in communicating with my 

daughter on a daily basis.  

 Today I got angry at my daughter and I want to change 

that. I want to feel more at peace with her. 

 I want to find ways to create more harmony.  

Next actions:  

1. I easily find some great books on creating more 

harmony with my daughter. I go to amazon.com by a 
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specific date and have ordered at least one book 

that will help me. 

2. I feel so happy. She is a great child and we are really 

learning so much! I love her and this is a great way 

for me to learn how to be a better parent and help 

her to manage her feelings and get more of what she 

wants! 

Before and After 

Imagine a before and after snapshot. Describe where you 

were when you began this course. Then describe where you are 

today. Perhaps you’ve magnetized more money into your life or 

realized some of your dreams by now, or are clearly on the 

way. List below what has changed for you and the benefits you 

received since beginning this course. 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________ 
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Into the World 

By connecting the feelings and the actions, you are creating a 

magnetic field that is attracting to you the perfect people to 

help you with your projects. You are feeling great now! You 

match vibrationally to wonderful things. 

Rather than seeing this as the end of the program, we see it 

as only the beginning as you magnetize money and the life you 

truly want on a day-to-day basis from here on out. Now is the 

time to decide what you want next, what you’re willing to do to 

achieve it. Then stay focused, using the tools you’ve learned 

here, until you get there.  

 

Yours in abundance and prosperity, 

Jeanna and Eva 
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About Jeanna and Eva  
 

 
 

Jeanna Gabellini and Eva Gregory are experts in all things Law 

of Attraction. They founded their business, Abundance 

Abounds in 1999 to provide programs and products that teach 

people to prosper by mixing up a big dose of strategy, 

attraction principles, fun and a ton of energy. They are known 

for helping people blow the lid off what is possible for them 

and abundance! 

 

Their book, Life Lessons for Mastering the Law 
of Attraction, was co-authored with Jack 

Canfield of Chicken Soup fame and one of the 

featured teachers on the blockbuster DVD, The 

Secret, can be found in bookstores everywhere.  

 

You can learn more about Jeanna and Eva's 

programs, products and services at 

www.AbundanceAbounds.com 
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Treasure Chest of Resources  
 

Designing Your Masterpeace Ezine  

A weekly Ezine for hi-octane leaders in 

business who want powerful results. You’ll 

receive conscious business and leadership 

practices you can infuse into your daily life. 

Each issue includes step-by-step strategies 

and inspiration, for individuals who are ready 

to create fun, flow and profits! Subscribe at: 

http://www.masterpeacecoaching.com/ezine  

 

Guidance on Demand™ Ezine  

Subscribe to Eva’s fun and fabulous 

guide providing you with the 

foundation, principles and tools for 

creating the life you want, beginning 

now! Each issue includes information, 

inspiration, tips and motivation for 

individuals ready to have what they 

want in their lives using the Law of 

Attraction and tapping into Guidance on Demand: Where 

Spirituality and Practicality Merge™! Subscribe at: 

http://www.yourguidanceondemand.com/ezine  

 

Free Business Building CD  

Transforming From Chaotic 

Entrepreneur to Conscious Leader  

It’s high time you stopped settling for 

results in your business that don’t 

thrill you.  Learn the 5 Keys to 

Pinpointing the Right Prescription for 

What Ails Your Business.  

Visit: http://www.masterpeacecoaching.com/freecd  
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Free Audio: How to Connect with 

your Own Divine Guidance and  

Get Answers Now!  

We are all born with this ability. Begin 

to understand the practical value it 

has and the role it can play in creating 

success in your business and in your 

life!  Visit: 

www.yourguidanceondemand.com/ (subscribe on the right)  

 

The Art of Practice  

"This is a brilliant, useful and 

listener friendly guide to the art of 

mastery ... one which I highly 

recommend." ~ George Leonard, 

author of "Mastery", "The Ultimate 

Athlete" and co-author of "The Life 

We are Given". Available in Ebook or 

MP3 format. Learn more at: 

http://masterpeacecoaching.com/artofpractice  

 

The Feel Good Guide to Prosperity  

“Finally! Someone has finally made the 

connection between how we feel and 

prosperity. Finally! Someone has clearly 

articulated how we can harness the power 

of the Law of Attraction to pull prosperity 

into our lives. Importantly, Eva Gregory has 

expanded “prosperity” to include a richness 

in life that makes financial independence a 

meaningful and joyous experience. I tore 

through the book with a big smile on my face. A real gem, Eva.” 

~David Dibble, Author: The New Agreements in the Workplace 

– Releasing the Human Spirit 

Available in hardback, paperback, e-book and audio format.  

To order your copy visit: http://www.FeelGoodGuide.com  
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Appendix A: The Universal 

Laws  

The Universal Law of Attraction  

Are you aware of what a powerful creator you are? Do you 

know that everything that is happening to you or has ever 

happened to you is, without exception, in full response to your 

thoughts - and more importantly - the emotions behind those 

thoughts? 

Take a look at your life. There are probably some areas you're 

really happy with and some areas you're not so happy with. You 

may even believe you are a victim of your circumstances. 

We're here to tell you, you are not a victim! It's simply a 

matter of understanding how to play the Game (of Life) by 

understanding the rules...the Laws that define the Game. 

 

"Your power is in your thoughts. Your job is to dream what 
you want into being and then, only then, take whatever 
action you are inspired to take; whatever action you enjoy 
taking, to make your dream a reality." – Eva 

 

Would you agree that whether you believe in the law of gravity 

or not, it exists? It is the same with Universal Laws. They 

exist and affect you whether you are aware of them or not. 

However, Universal Laws are far more powerful than gravity. 

Gravity affects earth. Universal Laws are infinite and beyond 

all boundaries. 

Of all the Laws, the single most powerful law is the Law of 

Attraction, which says: "That which is likened unto itself is 

drawn" or more simply put, "Like attracts like". This means 

that what you are focused on, you draw to you. 
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Here's how it works. When you are focused on what you want, 

you are attracting to you what you want. When you are 

focused on what you do not want, you are attracting to you 

what you do not want. 

 

Okay, we sense you rumbling out there and your thoughts are 

probably going something like "So if it's that simple and clear, 

why haven't we known this before?" Or, "I've been focused on 

money for years, so why don't I have any?" 

The Law is that simple and clear. However, our thoughts are 

usually very unfocused and running in many directions at once. 

For example, you may say "I want a loving relationship." In 

that moment, the Universe is orchestrating circumstances and 

events to bring it to you. And yet, usually, in the same 

sentence, you may sabotage yourself by saying something like, 

"but I feel so alone." So, in essence, the Universal forces say, 

"Wait a minute. Now he says he feels so alone." And you stop 

the energy flow. 

So, take it a step further. When you are thinking about 

wanting a new relationship, but feeling so alone, where are 

your emotions? They are focused in feelings of lack; feelings 

that you want something you do not believe you can have. Can 

you see how, by not understanding this Law, we hold things 

away from us we could otherwise have? Our thoughts and 

emotions are our attraction base. 

Let's take the example of money. You say you've been wanting 

more money for as long as you can remember. When you think 

of wanting more money, how do you feel about it? Happy? 

Elated? Or frustrated? Angry? Sad? Maybe, jealous of those 

who do have money? In Eva's experience, this particular 

subject has more people on an emotional roller coaster than all 

other subjects combined. The good news is that it doesn't 

matter how long you've felt this way or how deeply. You can 

literally turn it around and begin flowing money to you by 
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consciously and deliberately practicing the Law of Attraction 

through your thoughts and feelings. 

Anything in your life you want to change, you can, simply by 

understanding the Law of Attraction and choosing to 

deliberately change your thoughts and constantly reach for 

the thought that feels better. The way you predominantly feel 

about any given subject is your barometer for knowing what 

your balance of thought is on that subject. The circumstances 

of your life are another indicator. If you're ever wondering 

which end of the barometer your thoughts are on, check in 

with your emotions. Your emotions never lie about the way you 

are flowing your energy. 

The Universal Law of Deliberate Creation 

Infinite growth. Eternal change. Never-ending creation. It all 

begins with thought. Literally, every thought you think 

influences and adds to what you are experiencing. Yet most 

people's lives change very little. How do you account for that? 

In the previous chapter, I said that you can deliberately 

choose to change your thoughts. 

Eva had a client say to her, "I don't understand, Eva. You're 

telling me I'm the creator of my experience, and there's no 

way I would have created this crisis in my life on purpose!" Eva 

agreed! Certainly not on purpose. Definitely by default. It is 

the lack of understanding of Universal Laws that has us 

creating our lives by default. Once you understand these Laws, 

you can begin to create what you want in your life consciously 

and deliberately. 

When things are going wrong in our lives, we want to deny any 

responsibility for creating it. And yet, until you understand 

the power you hold and accept responsibility for everything in 

your life -- the good, the bad and the ugly -- you deny your 

true freedom in life! You are held hostage by the wants and 

desires and expectations of others. And we've got news for 
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you. There is no way possible to satisfy all the wants, desires, 

and expectations others project on you. It is a losing situation! 

Simply put, the Law of Attraction means whatever you focus 

on you draw to you. So, if you are focused on something you do 

not want, you attract more of that to you. If you are focused 

on something you do want, you attract more of that to you. As 

thinking, feeling human beings we are in a constant mode of 

creating, whether we believe it or not. 

We are creators. Anything you focus on, by Law of Attraction, 

you create, without exception. Your creativity never stops. 

The good news is that once you understand the Universal Law 

of Attraction, you can be deliberate in your intent. You can 

choose thoughts about the experiences and things you do want 

in your life rather than thinking thoughts about what you 

don't want in your life. In other words, you begin to create 

what you want purposefully and intentionally. 

The Law of Deliberate Creation is simply understanding the 

Law of Attraction and then consciously and deliberately 

choosing the thoughts and emotions that feel better. Always 

reach for the thought that feels better. How do you know 

when you're in alignment with what you want or when you're 

not? Check in with your emotions. Your emotions never lie! 

You may ask, "Where does action come in"? Clearly, as humans, 

we are action-oriented beings. Yet, when we put our focus on 

being in action first -- being in the 'doing' first -- we are going 

about our creative process backwards. The natural order is to 

identify how you want to feel, then identify what you want 

from that feeling place. From that point, you will be inspired 

to the right action. 

Let's look at an example. One of Eva's clients wanted to 

increase her chiropractic business to 30 new clients per 

month. When she first began the process, both of them were 

caught up in the tactics, the goals and the how-to's of making 
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it happen. It really got bogged down. (Yes, even we still slip up 

after all these years. Dang!) 

Once Eva realized what was going on -- trying to make 

something happen before getting into alignment with it 

emotionally -- I checked in with her. "Karen, how does this plan 

feel to you?" There was an enormous amount of resistance, 

feelings of "should" and the feeling of having to take it all on 

herself, yada, yada, yada. They tossed it all out the window 

and began again with what felt good to her. 

Eva sent her away to do absolutely nothing over the next week 

except get into the feeling place of what it would be like to 

have 30 new clients coming in every month easily and 

effortlessly. She journaled and visualized what a day would 

feel like if clients just flowed to her. She saw them 

appreciating her and getting the relief they were looking for. 

She got into the feeling place of what it would be like to have 

the day-to-day administration handled without her having to 

be involved and having it be streamlined. 

From there, the inspired ideas came for the action steps that 

worked for her. She went to a class about a database 

software package that would streamline the administrative 

side of the business. She organized a newsletter to go out 

regularly and follow-up letters to be sent to prospects and 

past clients offering a special just for them. She even found 

someone else to handle it all so she could be home with her 

children to enjoy the planning and preparations for their 

Christmas holiday. Within a month, she was attracting 30 

clients a month and working less in the process. 

One of our favorite quotes from Abraham-Hicks is: nothing is 

more important than that you feel good! And from that feel-

good place, you can easily create all you are wanting in your 

life. It is the difference in coming from a negative place, 

working really hard to fix what is wrong -- to being in a 

positive place, clear about what you want and attracting it to 

you easily, effortlessly and joyfully. 
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Most of us haven't quite gotten it yet that life is supposed to 

be fun! Here you are in this creative 'playground' of huge 

proportions. It is called your life. It is your job to create what 

you want in your imagination, get into the feeling place of it 

already happening, and then allow the Universe to bring about 

the people, places, circumstances, events and action from 

inspiration that allows it to become a part of your physical 

reality. 

The Universal Law of Allowing 

Do you think that if someone with beliefs opposed to yours 

gets their way, you can't have your way? Or do you believe 

there's room for it all? 

Of the three Universal Laws of Attraction, the Law of 

Allowing is where the rubber meets the road. 

Once you begin to get the concepts of the Law of Attraction 

and Law of Deliberate Creation, the Universe is ready to grant 

you your intentions. The question is are you ready to allow this 

to happen? The answer depends on the focus of your 

attention. 

The truth is, there is freedom in allowing circumstances to be 

what they are and people to be who they are, whether you 

agree with them or not. Really. Even when it comes to poverty, 

war, or disease. 

So, how in the world do you accept situations and people that 

stand for something you don't? Or that want the opposite of 

what you want? We tend to think we can't have it both ways. 

So what do we do? We push back! We hold protest marches 

against war, we organize campaigns against drugs, and we 

battle disease.  

And yet, understanding the Law of Attraction -- that 

whatever you are focused on you attract more of -- when you 

are focused on what you do not want in an effort to defeat it 
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or resist it, you are not allowing what you do want to flow to 

you. 

The Law of Allowing is about relaxing - having a relaxed, but 

positively focused mind - and allowing the Universe to deliver 

to you what you're wanting. 

When you say yes to something, you attract more of that into 

your life, because that is what you are focused on. When you 

say no to something, you attract more of that into your life, 

because that is what you are focused on. So in order to allow 

what you want to flow to you, you must allow others to focus 

on what they want - even if you don't agree with it. 

In other words, be more consciously selective about where you 

choose to focus your attention. Rather than going into 

resistance about something you don't want or don't agree 

with, flip your thoughts around to what you do want and make 

'Just Say Yes!' your slogan 

Allow what you want to come to you by yes'ing your way 

through life. 'Just Say Yes' to abundance. 'Just Say Yes' to 

great relationships. 'Just Say Yes' to a healthy body. 'Just 

Say Yes' to work that you love. Get the picture? Your job is to 

simply identify what you want, get into the feeling place of 

having it and then allow it to flow to you by holding your focus 

there. 

When you understand these principles and put them to use 

consciously, intentionally and deliberately, you put yourself in a 

place of non-resistance. How do you know if you're allowing? 

By noticing how you feel. Your emotions are always your guide. 

Whenever you are in a place of feeling good, you are in a place 

of allowing. Nothing is more important than that you feel good! 

Excerpted from The Feel Good Guide To Prosperity by Eva 

Gregory 

 

Copyright 2004. All rights reserved. 
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Appendix B: Daily Practice 
It’s important to make a habit of your practice for 

magnetizing money. Every day while you are doing this course, 

complete one of these journal sections to really ingrain your 

expectation of unexpected income. Since the key to attracting 

what you really want lies in appreciation, fill every day with 

appreciation – and write it down. Don’t feel limited by only five 

lines, if you appreciate 30 things, that’s fabulous! Be sure to 

find 5 things each and every day. 

 

Date: ___________________________ 

List the five things you appreciate today. 

1  _____________________________________________ 

2  ____________________________________________ 

3 _____________________________________________ 

4 _____________________________________________ 

5 _____________________________________________ 

Did you expect unexpected income? ____________ 

How much unexpected income showed up yesterday?   

_____________ 
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Date: ___________________________ 

List the five things you appreciate today. 

1  _____________________________________________ 

2  ____________________________________________ 

3 _____________________________________________ 

4 _____________________________________________ 

5 _____________________________________________ 

Did you expect unexpected income? ____________ 

How much unexpected income showed up yesterday?   

_____________ 

 

 

Date: ___________________________ 

List the five things you appreciate today. 

1  _____________________________________________ 

2  ____________________________________________ 

3 _____________________________________________ 

4 _____________________________________________ 

5 _____________________________________________ 

Did you expect unexpected income? ____________ 

How much unexpected income showed up yesterday?   

_____________ 
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